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Modest Growth Expected  

A decent quarter with less volatility in oil markets is deemed to be a positive for KSA petrochemicals. 

Oil prices averaged USD 48/bbl during 3Q16 and closed marginally lower by -1% Q/Q. Despite Brent 

testing lows of USD 42/bbl, prices rallied following OPEC’s deal to cut production, the highlight of 

3Q2016. Oil market scenario was reflected in petrochemical prices, with most product prices 

remaining flat while a few grew by low single digits. We believe margins or spreads are likely to remain 

neutral to positive as feedstock prices moved in line with final output prices.  

Though oil markets stayed firm, TASI declined by -13% while petchem index was down by -1%, most 

outperformance among TASI sectors, driven by global trends. Product prices witnessed similar trends 

with ethylene down by -3% while propylene was marginally up by +2%. Methanol prices went up by  

+5% Q/Q to average around USD 234/ton comparing to USD 222/ton in 2Q. We believe, Brent is likely 

to stay around USD 50/bbl and expect prices to float around the same in the coming quarter, taking its 

2016 YTD average to USD 40/bbl. 

 

A flat movement in oil markets did not reflect in urea prices, as the same declined by -9% Q/Q 

following weak demand in Asia during this quarter. Ammonia prices, on the other hand, have crashed 

by -49% Q/Q and averaged USD 165/ton from USD 325/ton in the last quarter. The rising Chinese urea 

exports and weakened demand from agricultural economies in India has put pressure on pricing and 

likely to affect KSA producers. 

 

Exhibit 1: Petrochemicals Prices (USD/ton) 

Source: Bloomberg
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Exhibit 2:  Urea  and Ammonia Prices (USD/ton)

Source: Bloomberg
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Unlike negative correlation trends in 2Q2016 between feedstock and output prices, 3Q2016 was 

different as prices of products and feedstock moved in tandem. A flat movement in oil price was 

mimicked in output prices, which suggest margins have remained neutral to positive, and growth 

could be limited for most petchem firms. On a Q/Q basis, growth witnessed in the first few months 

was volatile but improved towards the lag end of the quarter as oil prices spiked. Most petchem 

prices recovered at end of 3Q after it fell in July 2016. Amongst the derivative products, only 

benzene and cyclohexane witnessed double digit growth of +14% and +13%, while Ammonia 

remained the worst performer in the entire petchem space with -49% declines. Urea continued its 

bearish run, marking its 8th consecutive quarter of decline at an average of USD 195/ton (its 

lowest levels since 2008).   

 

 

3Q2016 growth is expected to be modest 
Our 3Q2016 forecasts for petrochemical stocks (under our coverage) are mentioned in Table 1. 
Revenues of our coverage universe are expected to decline by -5% Y/Y on the back of minimal 
movement of output prices coupled with stability in utilization for few producers. Margins are 
expected to be flat for most producers as spreads remain constant from 2Q2016 in global markets. 
3Q2016 earnings are likely to be modest as margins are unlikely to expand due to impending rise 
in feedstock relative to output prices. We believe producers such as such as Saudi Kayan, Sipchem 
and SIIG are likely to maintain same rhythm but modest growth is expected. We forecast Kayan to 
witness continued profits like 2Q, while Rabigh is set to see numbers in green and expected to 
record SAR 111 million in net profit. On a standalone basis, we expect SABIC to record a -4% 
decline in revenues while registering a net income decline of -8% Y/Y, but spike in  earnings growth 
from Yansab and Petro Rabigh takes overall growth in the modest territory.  

 

Exhibit 3:  Quarterly Average Commodity Prices (USD/ton)

Source: Bloomberg
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Table 1:  3Q2016 Estimates (SAR mln, except per share data)

Company 3Q2015 3Q2016E Y/Y Chg 3Q2015 3Q2016E Y/Y Chg 3Q2015 3Q2016E Y/Y Chg 3Q2015 3Q2016E

ADVANCED 632             557             -12% 241           205           -15% 234           190           -19% 1.43          1.16          

PETROCHEM 1,912         1,721         -10% 592           415           -30% 321           235           -27% 0.67          0.49          

SIIG 1,912         1,721         -10% 590           425           -28% 207           202           -2% 0.46          0.45          

SAUDI KAYAN 2,195         1,895         -14% 175           130           -26% (14)            91             NM (0.01)        0.06          

YANSAB 1,800         1,921         7% 381           991           160% 302           600           99% 0.54          1.07          

SABIC 37,352       35,858       -4% 8,564       7,614       -11% 5,604       5,133       -8% 1.87          1.71          

SAFCO 887             568             -36% 532           193           -64% 566           241           -57% 1.36          0.58          

SAHARA 503             440             -13% 151           98             -35% 121           119           -1% 0.28          0.27          

SIPCHEM 810             897             11% 157           135           -14% 72             54             -24% 0.20          0.15          

PETRO RABIGH 6,675         6,399         -4% (463)         130           NM (460)         111           NM (0.53)        0.13          

Group Total 54,678       51,978       -5% 10,919     10,336     -5% 6,952       6,977       0%

Source:  Riyad Capital, Company Reports

Revenues EBIT Net Income EPS
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Table 3:  Ratings and Valuations (SAR mln)

TASI Current Market Target Dividend

Company Code Price Cap Price Rating Yield 2015 2016E 2015 2016E

PETROCHEM 2002 14.00              6,720           17.50              Neutral - 7.4x 11.0x 1.2x 1.1x

SABIC 2010 81.20              243,600      80.00              Neutral 4.9% 13.0x 14.0x 1.1x 1.1x

SAFCO 2020 64.05              21,350         68.00              Neutral 4.7% 12.5x 21.9x 3.0x 3.1x

SIIG 2250 12.80              5,760           14.50              Neutral - 7.9x 11.6x 0.8x 0.8x

SAHARA 2260 9.23                3,664           13.00              Buy 4.8% 94.2x 21.3x 0.4x 0.4x

YANSAB 2290 44.01              24,756         51.00              Buy 4.5% 20.5x 15.2x 1.6x 1.5x

SIPCHEM 2310 12.89              4,726           12.00              Neutral 3.9% 16.3x 17.4x 0.8x 0.8x

ADVANCED 2330 37.96              6,225           39.00              Neutral 7.2% 8.7x 9.7x 2.4x 2.3x

SAUDI KAYAN 2350 5.40                8,100           6.25                Neutral - na na 0.6x 0.6x

PETRO RABIGH 2380 9.57                8,383           16.00              Buy - na na 1.0x 1.1x

Group Average 22.6x 15.3x 1.3x 1.3x

Source:  Riyad Capital

P / E P/B

 

Margins likely to be stable 
With continued slump in urea prices and large decline in ammonia this quarter, Safco is likely to 
post a -36% decline in revenues leading to a -57% decline in net income. SIIG is likely to witness a 
relatively better quarter as associates JCP and SCP improve upon higher utilization rates. On the 
other hand, Petrochem is likely to report decent numbers due to presence of benzene and 
cyclohexane in its product range, which has grown in double digits in global markets. In terms of 
sector profitability, we forecast 3Q gross margins to be lower by 100 bps from 3Q2015, while EBIT 
and net margins are expected to witness flat growth at 24% and 21% respectively.  

 

Our coverage trades at a 2016E P/E of 15.3x, higher than TASI P/E of 11.5x, which we believe is 

justified. We recommend a Buy for Sahara, Yansab and Petro Rabigh, while we recommend a 

Neutral on the remaining stocks under coverage. 

 

 

The Petrochemical index (TPCHEM) has outperformed the TASI and most sectors after it reported 

stellar performance with a modest decline of -1% versus TASI’s decline of -13% in 3Q. SAFCO is the 

best performer in the index with a gain of +12%, while Kayan is worst performer with a decline of -

16%. 

 

Table 2:  3Q2016 Margin Estimates 

Company 3Q2015 3Q2016E 3Q2015 3Q2016E 3Q2015 3Q2016E

PETROCHEM 40% 35% 31% 24% 37% 34%

SABIC 32% 32% 23% 22% 15% 14%

SAFCO 62% 37% 60% 34% 64% 42%

SIIG 40% 35% 31% 24% 11% 12%

SAHARA 35% 33% 30% 22% 24% 27%

YANSAB 24% 42% 21% 52% 17% 31%

SIPCHEM 26% 23% 19% 15% 9% 6%

ADVANCED 39% 37% 38% 37% 37% 34%

SAUDI KAYAN 12% 17% 8% 7% -1% 5%

PETRO RABIGH -4% 7% -7% 2% -7% 2%

Group Average 31% 30% 25% 24% 21% 21%

Source:  Riyad Capital, Company Reports

Gross EBIT Net

Exhibit 4: 3Q2016 Petrochemical sector vs. TASI performance 

Source: Tadawul
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Stock Rating 

Buy Neutral Sell Not Rated 

Expected Total Return  

Greater than 15% 

Expected Total Return  

between -15% and +15% 

Expected Total Return less 

than  -15% 
Under Review/ Restricted 

* The expected percentage returns are indicative, stock recommendations also incorporate relevant qualitative factors 

For any feedback on our reports, please contact research@riyadcapital.com 

 

Disclaimer 
 

 

The information in this report was compiled in good faith from various public sources believed to be reliable. Whilst all 

reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in this report are accurate and that the forecasts, opinions and 

expectations contained herein are fair and reasonable. Riyad Capital makes no representations or warranties whatsoever as 

to the accuracy of the data and information provided and, in particular, Riyad Capital does not represent that the information in 

this report is complete or free from any error. This report is not, and is not to be construed as, an offer to sell or solicitation of 

an offer to buy any financial securities. Accordingly, no reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of 

the information contained in this report. Riyad Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this 

report or its contents, and neither Riyad Capital nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees, shall be in any way 

responsible for the contents hereof. Riyad Capital or its employees or any of its affiliates or clients may have a financial 

interest in securities or other assets referred to in this report.  

Opinions, forecasts or projections contained in this report represent Riyad Capital's current opinions or judgment as at the date 

of this report only and are therefore subject to change without notice. There can be no assurance that future results or events 

will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or projections which represent only one possible outcome. Further, such 

opinions, forecasts or projections are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that have not been verified and 

future actual results or events could differ materially.  

The value of, or income from, any investments referred to in this report may fluctuate and/or be affected by changes. Past 

performance is not necessarily an indicative of future performance. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than 

originally invested amount.  

This report provides information of a general nature and does not address the circumstances, objectives, and risk tolerance of 

any particular investor. Therefore, it is not intended to provide personal investment advice and does not take into account the 

reader’s financial situation or any specific investment objectives or particular needs which the reader may have. Before making 

an investment decision the reader should seek advice from an independent financial, legal, tax and/or other required advisers 

due to the investment in such kind of securities may not be suitable for all recipients. 

This research report might not be reproduced, nor distributed in whole or in part, and all information, opinions, forecasts and 

projections contained in it are protected by the copyright rules and regulations.  

 

Riyad Capital is a Saudi limited liability company, with commercial registration number (1010239234), licensed and organized by the Capital Market 

Authority under License No. (07070-37), and having its registered office at Al Takhassusi Street, Prestige Building, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
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